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         Update your details        Have you changed your home address, phone number or email? Help us find you.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Submit a story        Got a great story idea for Contact? Let us know about it.
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                              Powering a brighter future for remote Aboriginal communities


                                  

      Chris Croker is working to secure reliable energy supplies for remote Aboriginal communities. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Should you buy a home with a 5% deposit?


                                  

      Effie Zahos discusses three things you need to think about before you take advantage of the government's home deposit schemes – plus how the Budget’s pre-election sweeteners affect you.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              UQ builds for a sustainable future


                                  

      The Andrew N. Liveris Building has been unveiled as the new home of UQ chemical engineering, alongside the Andrew N. Liveris Academy for Leadership and Innovation.
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      This Easter there’s frisky business involved in restoring Australia’s endangered bilby population.
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      UQ authors and fans on why you should try new book genres – and where to start.
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      Commentary and analysis from Madonna King and UQ experts

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              UQ by design: Simply sculptural


                                  

      Besides the many 'people' statues, UQ campuses host several other sculptural works of significance.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Pooling risk to insure against natural disaster


                                  

      We have to pivot to a new insurance model for climate change before we go under, warns University of Queensland expert

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              What's fuelling the surge in petrol prices?


                                  

      UQ experts explain the soaring prices at the pump, the history of energy wars in Australia and options for a secure energy future.
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      Music teacher keeps students in tune with online lessons. 
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	Subscribe to UQ Yarning


	Sign up now to receive the quarterly UQ Yarning newsletter in your inbox.
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Contact magazine print editions
 
Read more





    


      





  
    


  
  
    
              Alumni and community events

                    
          	See what online and in-person events are happening at UQ...
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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